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"What????!!!" We are surprised if this was your reaction reading this title. From our collective
experience of over 100 years of operational management, it is very clear that in order to manage,
grow, and keep operations (Delivery or Operations or Back Office, whatever you want to call it) the
"C" level people of the organization have to measure themselves and their bonuses based on the
same Key Result Area (KRA) as the rest of the organization. "Huh!!!!! Now this is even more
twisted" you say "How can the COO have the same performance measure or KRA as a individual
contributor?" It is really straight forward.

A well-structured Key Result Area (KRA) for an organization in most services companies for delivery
is 'Time' and 'Quality' on all projects. "Great!" you say, "But how do I split this up as I go down the
rank?" Here is the solution. Most services companies run on projects on daily delivery or monthly
delivery cycles. Make sure that every day, every, week, every month all your projects measure to
expected 'Timely' and 'Quality' delivery.

"Sounds good, but how do I do that?"

The best way to measure these key metrics is through a well defined dashboard that works top
down and is customized to your KRA. This software should be able to drill down each level and
make sure that you have visibility into timely delivery and quality delivery of the project.

This is where you come to "Eat your own dog food". "C" level (CXO, VP, etc) people in the
organization are the biggest culprits of NOT using the dashboard. Follow the discipline of reading
and managing your organization ONLY through the dashboard. Measure your employees and
teams on the KRA's in the dashboard. If you do not have this discipline of measuring yourself and
your organization on the same dashboard that is used to measure your organization, you will never
get them to execute your strategies to success!

This is all you need to run your company to operational success! Contact us if you need help in
using dashboards to improve your operations. We can help you execute your strategies to success!
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